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From October 2015 to March 2020, Screamer was issued every month. Remember the old
happening days? When the pandemic hit and we had various forms of MCO with nothing much to
report, Screamer was issued roughly every 6 months. But looks like Malaysia and MV are back in
business! Hurray! We have a Screamer for this quarter! Lots to report - new president; tours
restarted; Focus events resumed in person; introduction of AR at the museum; etc.

90 days going on 100
By Afidah Rahim, MV President
The first quarter had been a busy time indeed for our MVs. As I observed and learned about my new
role, it is apparent that the museum community appreciate MVs for making a difference, not just to
the public but also to JMM and Muzium Negara.
On January 3rd, MV Eta joined the Muzium@Komuniti programme for the Taman Sri Muda school
flood clean-up. Soon after, MVs resumed guiding at the museum with much enthusiasm! I had the
pleasure of connecting with MV guides and also guided tours myself on several occasions. Our first
VIP tour this year was handled by MVK.
MVs are always keen to learn and share. Bravo to our focus team for organising 4 events this
quarter. MV Lai Meng translated a curator’s tour, marking a new effort to tap knowledge from JMM
staff for our mutual benefit. It was encouraging to see how JMM can support MVs beyond
administrative matters. The fruits of our joint efforts can also be seen in publications like Muzings.
Publications serve as testimony of our contribution towards Education and Public Relations. We have
some new blood involved in Muzings 2023 as the research team evolves through time.
MV Librarians have been supporting us on Tuesday
mornings. Our blog and social media accounts have
been active too. The SOPs for our schools programme
have been agreed and we look forward to the
resumption of school visits soon.
In February 2022, MV Ilani gave a virtual talk to the
British International School Year 5 students. This was a
welcome opportunity given by Muzium Negara to
MVs. Also in February, MV Yee led a railway tour for
Projek Keretapi which was a new area of interest for
MVs. Furthermore, six MVs were invited to join
museum staff for a briefing on the new Augmented
Reality (AR) app. Both the AR app and the new
Muzium Negara website were launched on March
14th.
My recent email interview for the Star Lifestyle section
made me take stock of Museum Volunteers JMM and
our valuable work. I had the honour of attending the
launch of JMM’s Calendar of Events for 2022 and am
looking forward to the rest of the year. Bring on the
hard work and fun!
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French MVs Update
By Marie-Andrée Abt
We are very happy to be back guiding in the museum and it seems the French community
appreciates to come, often “en famille”.
Five French MV Docents have begun the one-time French training in November, they are doing very
well and will finish on 19th April or may be even sooner. Five French MV will leave before September
and one in December, so the trainees will have to finish their mentoring before summer: we really
need them!
French Focus carried on from zoom during most of 2021 to “in flesh”
and moving from January:
• On 20th January, Eric Olmedo, food anthropologian at the
Malaysian University presented the Baba Nyonya “celestial”
food at the Belgian residence.
• On 17th February, Victor Karayan, a French diplomat,
completed perfectly the training about gallery D with a
presentation of the government structure and the politic
landscape at the French residence, this time.
• On 17th March, Danie Picot, our Venerable French guide,
presented, once again with brio (panache), the spices islands
back at the Discovery Room.
Two more French focuses will take place before the end of the school
year.

French Focus team

Danie Picot speaking on
17/3/22
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Japanese MVs Update
By Mariko Maruyama
-Guided Tours Came Back AgainThe Japanese tours resumed on 8th Jan. 2022 after almost 2 years of absence, but unlike before
Covid-19, they were set to limit to Saturdays only for the time being. On every weekend after this
date, two MVJ guides stood by for the visitors, mostly Japanese
residents in Malaysia, counting their numbers from 2 to 10 each
time throughout the period from January to March. No hassles or
confusions were observed on both sides of guides and visitors,
thanks to our PR team’s effort to keep disseminating the updated
information to our major contacts and Facebook viewers prior to
this resumption. We expect more visitors, particularly tourists, to
visit us from April onwards as the international border is scheduled
to open on 1st April. So fellow guides, let’s be ready and brush up
our skills for the coming opportunities!
-Lecture on “The Japanese in Sarawak” by Mdm. Sakai KazueOn 14th Mar.2022, the English webinar was held with 80 participants from Japan and Malaysia,
hosted by the Japan Association for Malaysia Studies (JAMAS) in collaboration with the Malaysian
Association of Japanese Studies (MAJAS). The lecturer, Mdm. Sakai Kazue, was Director of the Japan
Club of Kuching who has been living in Sarawak for 46 years and actively engaged in reforestation
programs in areas where ingenious people such as the Bidayuh people live. She shared her own
knowledge and experiences about the history of the Japanese in Sarawak, showing pictures of
historical sites such the Japanese cemetery and the Japanese- style
Yorioka Shrine. According to her, the Japanese migration to Sarawak
dates far back to pre-WWI &II. The cemetery in Kuching houses 46
gravestones, the majority (80%) of which belongs to the Japanese
women, once working there, followed by rubber plantation workers
(10%) and military soldiers (10%). The oldest gravestone records
1902 as the year of death for a 26-year-old woman from Amakusa,
Japan. In 1942, a war memorial monument was built in the same
compound.
Next, her story went on to the Yorioka Shrine. Unlike unknown stories of the
buried in the Japanese cemetery, the identity of this wooden structure is clear
from many written sources. Built in 1913, this was to enshrine the spirit of Mr.
Shozo Yorioka (1865-1911), a famous adventurer and promoter of Japan’s
advancement to southern islands in the Meiji Era. He founded the Nissa Shokai
Ltd. to develop a 1000- acre rubber plantation on the leased land of Kota
Samarahan, with permission of the then ruler, Rajah Charles Brook. It is
recorded that 280 Okinawa people worked there. By the end of the WWII, the
plantation expanded up to 3600-acre estate. However, after the war, it was
eventually passed down to the Sime Darby Plantation, Sarawak. The shrine and
the entrance gate, once ruined in the forest, was cleaned up by the efforts of
Mdm. Sakai and local volunteers, and now became one of the tourist spots in
Sarawak.
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Her recent achievements include reforestation in the areas where once
tropical forests existed but now deforested by logging. With her outstanding
performances, she was awarded the Foreign Minister’s Commendations of
Japan for 2017, the same award given to our MVJ group in 2018.

Korean MVs Update
By Young Ju Quelen
MVK guiding officially resumed on 8th of February 2022 after a long period of absence due to the
Covid Pandemic. Our 11 MVK are now happy to guide once a week (every Tuesday) and the 1st
Saturday of the month. However, since we have plenty of requests from Korean visitors, our guiding
schedule will be modified from April 5th 2022 onward twice a week (every Tuesday and Wednesday)
and the 2nd Saturday of the month.
MVK plans to join the English MV training programme in September this year.

Muzium Negara AR Application
By Lim Ee Lin
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JMM is set to officially launch an augmented reality application for Muzium Negara on 14 March
2022. The app can already be downloaded from the Google Play Store, Apple App store and Huawei
Store. Information on the app is available in both Bahasa Malaysia and English and visitors to the
museum are invited to check out its features. To facilitate this, there is free wifi service provided by
Muzium Negara.
Muzium Negara recently conducted a briefing session for staff of the museum as well as MVs to
familiarise all frontliners with the app as well as collect feedback on it.
A group of MVs led by president Afidah Rahim attended the session, tested the app and shared our
feedback for implementation ahead of the launch. All MVs are invited to test the app the next time
you are at the museum and channel feedback to our President for onward action.
Among the things we learned included:
•
Once you download the app, you can scan the QR codes using the app on your mobile device
and access the information even without wifi service.
•
Wifi/Data is mainly needed to access the feed on current programs and activities as well
access Muzium Negara’s social media platforms which are linked from the app
•
The contact number provided on the app is linked to the Information Counter at the Centre
Gallery
•
The AR experience is currently limited to the main galleries only.
The app provides information through 5 key menu buttons on
•
The history of the museum
•
How to visit the museum (ticket prices, operation hours, guided tours)
•
The AR experience
•
Map of the museum. This is a bird’s eye view of the site layout and the selected facility will
be highlighted or blink on the map when selected
•
Contact information – this also includes a Google map of interesting places in the vicinity as
selected by JMM/MN
In this initial iteration, the app only provides 4 (four) 3D experiences
– one each in Galleries B, C and D with an introduction to Muzium
Negara when you scan the Centre gallery’s QR marker. The other 3D
experiences are at the Hang Tuah Mural, Pangkor Treaty display and
Merdeka Declaration section. The other QR markers will provide
visitors with a 2D experience – one listing a summary of the artifacts
in AR within the gallery and the other 5 at the respective selected
artifact’s location.
When asked, the vendor informed that the main content on the
displays within the app is expected to remain unchanged for the
next year or two.
Please do familiarise yourself with this new service and have fun
trying out its features. Pro-tip: use your earphones to better listen
to the information.
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Experience AR interaction at the museum
From The Star, 17/3/22
MUZIUM Negara’s augmented reality (AR) mobile app has been launched to provide information to
visitors on 28 selected collections in 2D and 3D multimedia content.
The Tourism, Arts and Culture Ministry, in a statement, said the Museums Department was offering
an AR experience for visitors to explore by downloading the application before or during their visit.
The app also allows visitors to obtain other details on Muzium Negara, including ticket prices,
operation hours, guided tours, area plans and floor plans of galleries and exhibitions, facilities, news
feeds on current activities as well as trivia on the museum.
Apart from that, the ministry said the Museums Department had also planned a calendar of 155
programmes and activities throughout the year, including eight exhibitions, 22 signature
programmes and 125 extended museum
programmes nationwide.
The signature programmes include International
Museum Day, Museum Innovation Student
Inspiration (IPIM), Semarak@Muzium and
Nostalgia Anak Kampung.
Among the highlights are the Dragon World
Exhibition: Myths and Legends (May 30 to Oct 30)
by the Museums Department, National
International Museum Day Celebration (June 19 to
25) at Kelantan Museum, Perak Artists of All Ages
Exhibition (Sept 8 to Dec 31) at Perak Museum and
Museum Night. Trail (May 30-Sept 16) at Muzium
Negara. — Bernama
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An Appreciation of Maganjeet Kaur
By Karen Loh and Jegatheesan Vellupillay
Maganjeet Kaur, or Magan, as she is fondly known by everyone who knows her, has been a Museum
Volunteer (MV) since 2010. After working in the IT industry for 15 years, focusing on IT strategy and
business systems implementation, Magan decided to take a sabbatical that year and joined the MV
programme. Luckily for us, she had so much fun that she never went back to the corporate world!
While the newer MVs may not know her, Magan has been a major influence in all of MV’s publishing
and Blog activities. It started off with our first publication, A Malaysian Tapestry, Rich Heritage at the
National Museum. This project would not have been possible at all without a strong and dedicated
team, but especially with Magan and Rose Gan as editors and Magan for formatting and putting the
book together using her knowledge of publication software. Those who have worked with Magan,
be it an article or a publication, will appreciate her professionalism, no-nonsense approach and high
standards for perfection. Both of us had the opportunity to work closely with Magan on the
publication of The Chitties of Melaka. It goes without saying that we deeply appreciate her
dedication and long hours in putting the book together and making us look good! Magan herself is a
successful author and has co-written many books too. Kuala Lumpur Street Names, with Mariana Isa,
is one of the more recognisable books.
With her strong IT background, Magan has brought our MV Blog to a high standard. The readership
extends beyond the MV, to many followers on Facebook , locally as well as out of Malaysia. Again,
any Blog contributor knows the amount of detail Magan goes to, to make an article perfect. In 2013,
she was instrumental in moving the MV communications platform from Yahoo to Google Groups.
Together with me (Karen), she helped prepare the Training CD.
Magan is also an avid photographer, having documented the displays in and out of the Museum.
Some of these pictures have come in handy for the Blog articles by others. She also has the knack of
tracing pictures in the deeper recesses of the web. In 2019, Magan was one of those with Karen and
Rose Gan who initiated the Research Team. She coordinated with others in the editing, formatting
and the publication of the Muzings Issues 1, 2 & 3, a digest of varied articles by the research team
and museum curators.
All in all, Magan has been an asset and
been involved in many facets of the MV
since she joined. We are also proud to call
Magan our friend. All of these projects
over the years have certainly forged a
deep friendship between us and made it
all the more fun whilst working together
in the MV group. Magan has now decided
to take a break from MV activities due to
other commitments. However, she will
still remain an MV.
We wish her well in her future
endeavours.
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Books by MVs
MVs are making their mark in the literary world!
Rose Gan’s book “Dragon” was published and in all major
bookstores by the end of last year. (RM49.90 from Kinokuniya or
other bookstores.) Dragon, the first volume of Penang Chronicles,
charts Francis Light’s colourful adventures in the decades before
the settlement of Penang island, the Honourable Company’s first
possession on the Malay Peninsula.
Read Magan’s write up on this book in the MV Blog:
https://museumvolunteersjmm.com/2021/10/04/dragon-a-novelby-rose-gan/

MV Vice President, Dennis Ong, was the researcher of a new book “The Malayan Songbook”, just
launched in March.
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It is a collection of 19 Music Manuscripts & 9 Biographies from Pre-Independence Malaya.
“The Malayan Songbook” is made to raise awareness and appreciation for the pre-independence
Malay music history of Malaya and Singapore among musicians and history lovers. Music scores in
the form of lead sheets are arranged and designed in a way where generations today, and those to
come, may obtain this rich musical knowledge and continue developing this unique musical identity.
I recommend that you purchase the album “Semalam di Malaya” by Ushera to complement this
book. Ushera’s dulcet voice will remind you of the good old days when songs were sung and not
screamed.

This handy little guide book “Jalan Ampang
Trail Guide” was also launched in March.
Written by Maganjeet Kaur and Mariana Isa,
the book will make a stroll along Jalan Ampang
at least 4 hours long depending on your
stamina or how long you stop for coffee! And
one of the photographers for the book is
Dennis Ong.
I started taking long walks in KL during the
pandemic … for something new to do and for
exercise. I wish this book had come out
sooner!
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Remember The Chitties of Melaka? Written by Karen Loh
and Jegatheesan Vellupillay and published in 2017.
Remember Wilbert Wong? He gave MV a Focus webinar
on “Colonialism and the Historical Invention of Malaya
and Tanah Melayu” in June 2021. As a Thank You, Karen
sent him the book The Chitties of Melaka. Wilbert has
written a book review which was published in the
Malaysia/Singapore/Brunei Studies Group Association
for Asian Studies’ Berita issue no. 1 for 2022.

Highlights of the review:
…. a welcome addition to works on Malaysia that
highlight its ethnic diversity
…. succeeds in its goal of bringing to the surface an
obscure but distinct ethnic group
…. well presented and engaging book
The book is available from the JMM Library for RM26.

MV Focus & Research Webinars
The year started with a Big Bang. MV’s first Focus event was REAL. It had to be virtual too of course
because of the small capacity limit.

Traditional Malay Houses, 22/1/22
A marvellous start to the year with this talk and tour by an old friend of MV, Nadge Ariffin.
Please read the write up on the MV Blog:
Evocations of Serenity – by Annie Chuah
Istana Satu – by Aishah Nadirah
https://museumvolunteersjmm.com/2022/02/14/malay-architecture-traditional-houses/
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Power of Gold Tour, 17/2/22
By Hani Abdullah

A small group of 11 MVs attended the “Power of Gold” walking tour by the Curator, Badrolhisham
Abdul Rahman from the Collections Management Division, JMM. Encik Badrolhisham presented in
BM and Lam Lai Meng Batch 33, helped with the English translation.
Please read Josiane Reggane’s write up on this tour on the MV Blog:
https://museumvolunteersjmm.com/2022/03/14/power-of-gold-exhibition/
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Taxidermy Tour, 12/3/22
By Hani Abdullah

(This tour was postponed
a few times and was
finally carried out on
12/3/22.)

A small group of 7 MVs were given an interesting and
informative tour of the Taxidermy Exhibition held at Gallery 2,
JMM. The curators were organised by Puan Roslelawati from
Communications Department, JMM. The tour was led by
Khairill Jemangin, The Deputy Director of Natural History
Museum. Khairill brought along two of his taxidermists,
Mohammed Ali Bin Hj Mohaideen and Mohd Hasnor Bin Tajul
Amar. Both US-trained, in Wisconcin University. They had
jointly curated the exhibition. It took them two weeks to set-up
and many months of planning. All displays came with QR codes
so visitors can scan for further information.
Khairill did the tour in English and he is really a good Curator. He shared with us stories of almost
every piece of display or artefact (the Rhino is almost 120 years old). They also showed us on videos
and verbally on the methods of stuffing the animals. Many often asked "Is it real?" According to
Khairill only two specimens were fakes or plastic, as these were used as props. Can't wait for them to
get their own museum as right now they are squatting at the Royal Museum together with the
collections!
For more details, read Nancy Cheah’s write up on the MV Blog:
https://museumvolunteersjmm.com/2022/03/28/taxidermy-the-eternal-life-exhibition/
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Sikhs in Malaysia, 8/3/22
I finally went back to the museum to attend this talk. The talk was conducted hybrid (live and zoom)
but live is so much better! 12 attended in person and 32 on zoom.
Dr Ranjit Singh Malhi was an entertaining speaker. He tried audience participation with the promise
of his book as a prize. Alas only a few people qualified for half a book and so nobody got any book!
Luckily the book was sold at a discount. His talk focussed on the three phases of Sikh immigration
and the occupations they engaged in. In particular, Sikhs will be remembered as the backbone of the
police and paramilitary forces of colonial Malaya. Being big and strong, all Malayans were afraid of
the Sikh policeman! Dr Ranjit’s father served in the Royal Malaysian Police for 31 years and retired as
a Detective Sergeant of distinction.
The book is available in the bookstores at RM150 or it may be borrowed from MV Library.
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New Pieces on the Blog @ museumvolunteersjmm.com
“T is for Tiles” by Farida Jamal, 3/1/22
“U is for UMNO Kuala Kangsar’s Letter” by V. Jegatheesan, 10/1/22
“A Very Rough Guide to Taboh Naning” by Eric Lim, 17/1/22
“V is for VOC Plate” by Daniela Barrier, 24/1/22
“W is for Wickham” by Fazlin Azrimi Abu Hassan and Dennis Ong, 7/2/22
“Malay Architecture & Traditional Houses”, 14/2/22
Evocations of Serenity – by Annie Chuah
Istana Satu – by Aishah Nadirah
“X is for Xing Bao” by Dennis Ong, 21/2/22
“Gamelan: A Cultural Trace in the Malay Archipelago” by Inge-Marie and Dr. Hans Peter Holst (phD),
28/2/22
“Y is for Yang Di-Pertuan Agong (YDPA)” by Casper Kaun, 7/3/22
“Power of Gold” Exhibition by Josiane Reggane, 14/3/22
“Z is for Za’aba” by Sam Pei Ying, 21/3/22
“Taxidermy “The Eternal Life Exhibition”” by Nancy Cheah, 28/3/22

Miscellaneous
http://museumvolunteersjmm.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Museum-Volunteers-Department-of-Museums-Malaysia
https://www.instagram.com/museumvolunteersjmm/
https://www.facebook.com/nationalmuseumkl
http://www.jmm.gov.my/en/museum/muzium-negara
http://www.muziumnegara.gov.my/
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The schedule for the tours will change in April:
English: Every Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Japanese: Every Saturday
French: Every Thursday & first Saturday of the month (from 2 April 2022)
Korean: Every Tuesday, Wednesday & second Saturday of the month (from 5 April 2022)
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Muzium Negara 2022 - Calendar of Events

Exhibitions
18 Aug - 16 Sep 2022
1 Oct - 30 Nov 2022
1 Nov 2022 - 15 Jan 2023

National Day Exhibition
HMS Malaya Cup Exhibition
Village Kid Nostalgia - Exhibition and Activity

Extra Exhibitions in conjunction with
8 - 27 March
1 April - 8 May
12 - 22 May
30 May - 12 June
15 - 31 October

Women's Day
Hari Raya (Eid)
Nurses' Day
Keaamatan & Gawai Festival
Deepavali

Signature Programme
30 May - 16 September
20 -28 August

Museum Night Trails
Independence Child

Inreach
March
August
January - October
February - June
June

Classic @ Muzium Negara
I Am The Champion
Potpourri @ Muzium Negara
i @ Muzium Negara
Runaway @ Muzium Negara

Outreach
October
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